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Budget not cut, funding still tight
By Holly Henschen
EDITOR IN CHIEF

Illinois public universities can
breath a sigh of partial relief
after the recent passage of the
state
budget.
Governor
Blagojevich and the state legislature agreed in the budget,
passed 54 days after it was ·due,
that universities will operate at
the same allocation level as last
year.
In the past two years, Eastern

was asked late in the fiscal year
by the state to return almost $1
million annually to pJ,ug gaps in
the Illinois budget. In expectation of another recall, the Board
of Trustees passed a budget in
June that reserved a comparative amount of $953,000.
Illinois passed a zero-based
education budget, recommended
for universities by the Board of
Higher Education in February.
But the "extra" money is not a
surplus. It will be put toward

filling open staff positions, completing deferred maintenance
and purchasing technology. .
"This is by no means a windfall,'' Eastern President Lou
Hencken said. The money will
be
.
used to buy more educational
equipment, such as new computers for faculty and students and
new technology for classrooms,
Hencken said.
"This is the same budget we
had last year, but costs have

gone up," Hencken said.
With inflation, the price of
textbooks, as well as coal and
water used to operate the university have increased.
"When you take a look at our
budget over the last 3 years," he
said, "we've been cut 20 percent."
Eastern currently has 56 staff
positions open because funding
is absent to fund their salaries.
The university is 5 police officers short and needs more

librarians, Hencken said.
Many maintenance projects
await completion at Eastern.
Hencken described two types of
maintenance- "behind-the-wall"
and "in-front-of-the-wall" maintenance.
Behind-the-wall maintenance
is university upkeep that is not
visible to the naked eye, such as
replacing a water heater.
In front-of-the-wall maintenance is a project that people
notice, such as painting a wall.

No laptop leasing
By Evan Hill
NEWS EDITOR

Eastern will not be following in
the footsteps of other universities
who have offered laptop PC leasing programs for their students, at
least not in the near future, but a
purchasing program might be set
in place.
"After exploring that option further and communicating with people who
run that type of program at a
couple of other institutions, it was
decided that leasing might not
be the best option," Michael
Hoadley, assistant vice-president
for academic affairs for technology said.
An ad-hoc committee comprised
of students, faculty and administrators was formed and met four
times in April and May 2004 to
tackle the question of whether
such a program was feasible or
even desirable.
Chat Chatterji, assistant vice
president
for
Information
Technology Services, and Hoadley
co-chaired
the
committee.
Hoadley said five students represented the student body, and faculty representing the four academic
collages were included.
He said the students on the committee were "most vocal against
the leasing program" because the

costs associated with leasing
would elevate the overall price of
the computer too much.
The ad hoc committee then gave
a subcommittee the charge to continue
over the summer to investigate
the idea of a laptop purchasing
program, he said. The subcommittee conducted its discussions
online via e-mails.
"After extensive research and
deliberation, it was decided that a
pilot
project for a Laptop Referral
Purchasing Program waild best
serve the
interests of the entire campus to
get things started this fall,"
Hoadley said. "Vendors have indicated the purchasing opportunity
would be extended to students, faculty and staff."
He said the idea was to allow students and faculty to purchase
"EID-ready" laptops.
Right now the group is still gathering information from vendors
interested in participating with
this initiative, Hoadley said. A Web
site is being developed, but it is not
complete at this time and is still
under review by
the subcommittee members.
Once everything is complete, the
site will be
• made public to move forward
and get feedback.

PHOTO ILLUSTRATION BY STEPHEN HAAS

An ad-hoc committee has decided against implementing a laptop leasing program at Eastern. Instead they are
testing a pilot laptop purchasing referal program.

Mozilla reignites the browser wars
By Evan Hill
NEWS EDITOR

It may be hard for some people to remember a time when the Internet was not
browsed almost exclusively by people using
Microsoft's Internet Explorer. But believe it
or not, the browser wars between Microsoft
and Netscape did happen and resulted in the
Federal
Government
splitting
off
Microsoft's Internet Explorer from the rest
of the company.
However, times are changing and a new
competitor has entered the arena to battle
for home user.
Mozilla was started in 1998 when
Netscape announced it was releasing the
source code to its Internet browser,
Netscape Navigator. A source code is like a
blueprint of a piece of software: By modifying the source code and compiling, or
rebuilding, it, people could make their own
improvements to Navigator.
Most software companies choose to keep
their source code private or proprietary. But
by releasing the source code to the public,
Netscape allowed their community of users
to dictate how the product would evolve by
making their own changes to . the source
where they determine changes need to be
made.
"We rely on community QA for much of
)ur bug reporting, tracking and manage-

··--- .. ~·

Firefox
ment. A number of talented graphic artists
have helped us with artwork for Firefox,
Thunderbird and the web site," Ben
Goodger, lead engineer on Mozilla Firefox, a
side project which is a browser intended to
"appeal to as many people as possible" said.
"Others are helping us with our grassroots
marketing campaigns."
Instead of waiting a year or more for large
companies to finish a major release or patch
to fix existirig problems, open source products can be made available for consumption
as soon as they can be made available for
download.
A recent example of this flexibility is
when a bug allowing hackers to run malicious code on infected systems was
released, and Mozilla released a patch to fix
the problem within 24 hours.
Goodger explained how Mozilla was able
to react so quickly to the bug.
"In our case, our code was well structured

..

enough to make the fix literally a one line
configuration change that could be easily
installed. Our crack release team was able to
create a hot fix for existing users and spit
out new releases because of the solid framework of source code control and release
automation that we rely on," Goodger said.
Microsoft, however, took several weeks to
release a patch to fix the bug, according to
security bulletins on www.microsoft.com.
In addition to its community integration
and responsive development, Mozilla is gaining more· users and re-eition from users
attracted to its many i.nnevative features.
One of Mozilla's most popular features is
its tabbed browsing feature which allows
users to open several Web pages in the same
window and switch between them.
"Tabbed browsing was implemented
because it seemed like a good efficiency
booster," Goodger said. "On the face of it, it
might not seem like much, but when you sit
down and use a browser that uses tabs, most
people quickly adapt to the browsing style
that it encourages and seem to find it useful."
Other browsers implement tabbed browsing such as Apple's Safari, Netscape and
Opera, but not Internet Explorer.
In addition to the flagship Mozilla browser, several other programs are being developed to · form a Mozilla application suite
including the streamlined Mozilla Firefox

A screenshot from Mozilla 1.7. Mozilla is a
web browser competing for users with
Microsoft's Internet Explorer.

and Mozilla Thunderbird, which is a standalone mail client.
"Firefox is deceptively simple - the browser window has 5 navigation buttons, a location bar and a search bar, but quickly scales
to the needs of more sophisticated users,''
Goodge said. "The aim was that most users
would not need to go into the Options dialog
to set anything up to be able to browse effectively. We've optimized for the out-of-thebox experience more so than most products."
Users leaving Internet Explorer for
Mozilla are finding a powerful and headache
free browsing experience with available
SEE MOZILLA
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Upcoming
events
Fall welcome mixer
UB Mainstage Committee will host
a welcome mixer to kick off the year
at EIU. The mixer, Jamaican Me
Crazy, will be held from 8-10 p.m. on
Thursday, August 19 at the South
Quad. It will include music by a DJ,
food, contests and giveaways.

Quakin' in the quad
The University Board Special
Events will hold "Quakin' in the
Quad" from 4-10 p.m. Saturday,
August 21 in the South Quad (rain
location, Grand Ballroom.) It will
feature games, food, entertainment,
giveaways and prizes.

Homecoming plans
This year's Homecoming, being
held Octover 10-16, is a salute to
super heroes. The first Homecoming
meeting for student organizations is
scheduled to take place at 9:30 p.m.
Tuesday, August 25 at the Martin
Luther King, Jr. University Union in
the
Arcola/Tuscola
room.
Information Packets are available in
the Student Life Office, Martin
Luther King, Jr. University Union,
room 316. For more information contact the Student Ufe Office at 5813829.
,,
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industry because of what it has proven it, and the
rest of the open source movement, is capable of.
"It shows that it is possible to create a browser
that is compatible with the vast majority of the web
that adheres to standards," he said. "It shows that
it is possible to develop software for several platforms off a single code base and not do too badly.
We've shown that ~t is. possible to create an alternative in aJan~C<fpe that seems to hav~.~4,eq fo
Microsoft -~an alternapve worth switchlUg ~not
because of open source idolatry, but for its own
sake."
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(The Washington Post)
Seventeen federal agencies are
about to take a step toward
wiring the world-and taking its
pulse, temperature and blood
pressure on a round-the-clock
basis.
The grandly titled Global Earth
Observation System of Systems,
which boasts nearly 50 countries
as participants, is an ambitious
attempt by governments, scientists and industry to launch a network that will continuously monitor the land, sea and air. If it
PHOTO BY SEAWIFS PROJECT_ NASA, ORBIMAGE
meets expectations, it could
Among
an
array
of
technologies
that
will
take
readings
of
Earth,
sensors
aboard a satellite track vegetation,
transform the way farmers plant
their crops, sailors plot their voy- shown as green areas in this image.
ages and doctors work to prevent
the spread of disease in remote dieted it will allow countries ing networks at first, they will wildfires.
regions.
across the globe to get "a pulse of probably need powerful new
Despite all the sensors alreadJ
For starters, the network would the planet."
computers, NOAA officials said, in use, scientists often struggle t<
link data from 10,000 manned and
"It will foster an atmosphere of in addition to using the Internet make long-term weather predic
automated weather stations, 1,000 cooperative collaboration that and some satellites' broadcasting tions, monitor pollution or detec!
buoys and 100,000 daily observa- will produce the next frontier of abilities.
Earth's movements. By sharin~
tions by 7,000 ships and 3,000 air- human productivity," he said in
Much of the sensing capacity is information, they hope to do bet
craft, officials said. Ultimately, it an interview last week. "It's the already in place: There are 50 ter.
would vacuum up information power of a network."
satellites collecting environmen"The U.S. cannot do it alone,'
from myriad other sources,
The international partners tal data from orbit; 68 moored said Kathie L. Olsen, an associatE
j9cl1,15ling,, .s~~el!J.,~e~ ,,~oajtori.Jl~ include such unlikely nations as buoys operated by the United director at the White Hous1
and Uzbekistan, which States and Japan monitor the Office of Scienee· and1 TuchnologJ
ground and air movements and
feed' it fill' fu(o computers' 'tlfut' "tiiive 'embraced the idea .c:if shar- equatorial Pacific; 14 nations col- Policy.
will process it.
ing weather and geological infor- laborate on a network of another
Many
scientists-includin~
"It's a great step forward in mation that can inform their 1,288 buoys that constantly rise critics of President Bush's deci
understanding the basis of life countries' decision making.
and sink over a two-week period, sion to opt out of the Kyotc
''This is not a power grab by from the ocean's surface to more treaty-have endorsed the pust
and our society and our economy," said retired Vice Adm. the United States or ultra-extrem- than a mile below, to measure for global monitoring. Americar
Conrad C. Lautenbacher, who ist organi7.ations trying to seize temperature and salinity, then Meteorological Society ExecutivE
heads the National Oceanic and control
of
the
Earth," transmit the data to satellites. Director Ronald D. McPhersoE
Atmospheric
Administration, Lautenbacher said, adding that There will be 3,000 such buoys in says he is "a passionate support
which is spearheading the proj- some nations are joining even the
next
three
years, er" of the project. "From thE
though they "don't like our Iraqi Lautenbacher said.
ect.
point of view of weather and cli·
The federal agencies have policy. They certainly don't like
Other technology still in devel- mate-sensitive economic sectors.
spent years on the idea, and it our Kyoto polic"-the Bush opment, such as a synthetic aper- this is one of the most importani
gained steam last year at the urg- administration's decision to reject ture radar that will be flown on a investments taxpayers can do t~
ing of Lautenbacher and other the 1997 pact on reducing green- satellite, can help predict volcano provide
better
Bush administration officials. The house gas emissions linked to eruptions by measuring "how information,'"McPherson said.
United States will outline its draft global warming.
land is moving, down to a few
NOAA officials said it was dif.
plan by the end of August, NOAA
The project amounts to a mas- millimeters," said Greg Withee, a ficult to give an exact cost esti·
officials said. In mid-February, sive information management NOAA assistant administrator. At mate. The United States already
the project's international coali- system, in which countries would the other end of the technology spends a few billion dollars a
tion will unveil a 10-year plan to trade data they collect on an spectrum, data will also come year monitoring the environment,
accomplish its mission.
array of subjects. Officials are from monitoring devices as sim- and it will make an incremental
Its
scope
is
enormous. contemplating how they will dis- ple as buckets that collect rainfall investment in coordination and
Environmental Protection Agency seminate all the information: or human spotters in towers who new technology.
administrator Mike Leavitt pre- Although they will rely on exist- look for signs of smoke to detect

examinations. Subscription price: $50 per
semester. $30 for summer. $95 all year. The Daily
Easte1 n News is a member ofThe Associated
articles appearing in this paper.
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Global Earth
Observation Systern of
Systems unites 15 countries in 10-year project
to chart nature's ways

Mozilla gives Internet Explorer
competition
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International scientific effort
aims to chart "pulse of the planet"

An Eastern student was recently
awarded the Penny Severns
Memorial
Scholarship
for
Government Service by the Illinois
DemocraticWomen'sorgani7.ation.
RecipientCarlySchmittwasraised
a democrat.
"I was a big fan of Michael Dukakis
wheniwasachild,"theseniorpolitical
science major said
Schmitt has since been involved in
city and state political activities.
Schmitt was a Charleston election
judge when she attended high school
inthecity.
At Eastern, she has participated in
College Democratsandwasalsopresident of Eastern's Political Science
Association for two years.
"IthinkEastern,asawhole,isavery
gooduniversitytogoto, becauseitpromotes students to be active," she said.
SchmittactedasEastern'sheaddelegate for Model Illinois Government Mozilla:
in 2004, and she was also a voting registrar during student government's
registration drive.
She said she also learned the politics
behind the passage of laws during a
spring2001 internship for the late Sen. CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1
Vince Demuzzio.
Schmitt is scheduled to graduate
extensions that integrate seamlessly with
with a bachelor of sciences in the Mozilla to add specialized functions like opening all
spring, and plans to attend University the links on a page in tabs or operating tbe browsof Illinois in Springfield to earn a mas- er only from mouse movement commands.
ter's degree in governmental studies.
Goodge said Mozilla is important to the software
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Button, button, who's got the button?
(The Washington Post) -- When delegates
gather at this week's Democratic National
Convention, few of their campaign buttons
will look like winners. A powerful art form
has lost its punch.
"Really dopey" is the nicest thing Milton
Glaser, father of American graphic design,
can say about this season's models. Worse
for the candidates of either party, he calls
today's designs "alarmingly ineffective."
It is an unfortunate fact of modern political life that campaign operatives like
what's safe, and that makes buttons bland.
On the Democratic side, presidential
hopeful John Kerry is promoted with predictable models of red, white and blue
patriotism. A small American flag links
"John" and "Kerry" or "Kerry" with running mate "Edwards." The Bush-Cheney
logo uses the same fundamentals. Names
are written in a different typeface, but
white letters stand out on the same navy
background. And-surprise!-there's that
American flag serving as a hyphen again,
this time linking the president and his
veep.
Glaser is scathing in his indictment:
"Both candidates think alike."
He's not talking policy. What he means is
that both campaigns rely on the same symbolic references to conjure up comfy
notions of country and worthiness. The
symbols are "banal," Glaser complains, but
so uncomplicated that campaign advisers
feel at ease approving them. The operative
theory is that the masses won't understand
anything new and intellectually challenging. Glaser says the public is simply being
low-balled by decision-makers who are
risk-averse-and uninformed about the
potential of design.
"They don't understand the range of possibilities," Glaser says. "Everybody is saying the same thing. Everything has been
flattened out to the same voice. It flattens
out to the least offensive and least effective form of communication."
Buttons certainly aren't going to turn the
tide of an election. But neither will a deluge of bad portraits, which is the other sad
staple of campaign buttonry.
Glaser, winner of this year's CooperHewitt National Design Award for
Lifetime 'Achie'Venrent, ilas di:!$i~ed j>len:
ty of icons, notably the "I (heart symbol)
NY" logo. Less well-known are two series
of highly political issue buttons, which are
offered for sale through the Nation magazine and its online store at TheNation.com.
There are no flags, stars, stripes and politioal ·animals, only words set against the
cheeriest colors in a Crayola box.
The content might zing a few heartstrings at the Democratic convention. One
lmtton urges, "Leave No CEO behind."
Several express concern about the contin~ed smooth functioning of democracy with
tnessages such as, "SECRECY Promotes
I'yranny." Those who order all six get one

WASHINGTON POST PHOTO BY MARK GAIL

When delegates gather at this week's Democratic National Convention, few of their campaign buttons will look like winners. A powerful art
fonn has lost its punch. Campaign buttons have long been part of American political campaigns.

free: "Bush Divides Us." A second collection, launched last month, plays off the
presidential middle initial. Six buttons display a large letter "W" followed by a position statement, as in "'W' Stands for
Wrong."
"We're trying to get to the outer edges,"
Glaser says.
However one reacts to the message, the
buttons are models of simple, but powerful
design. In the case of "DISSENT Protects
Democracy," one dominant word is followed by "a little italic as if you're clearing your throat." Glase:r call:; that a design
decision that looks as if no one made one.
. "This is not about celebrating somebody's cleverness," he says.
Republicans have options, as well.
PoliticalShop.com online store sells a
three-inch button with President Bush
dressed as Superman under the legend,
"Don't Pull on Uncle Sam's Cape." Among
the memorabilia sold at the official
GeorgeBushStore.com site, there is a "W04 Farm-Ranch Team" button, which looks
like a cattle brand. An "Interstate W-04"
insignia looks like a natural for a campaign
button, but it is offered as mouse pad and
magnet. There is also a silver "W" belt
buckle, which, like the campaign button,

\Vk t:D
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online exhibition from the Duke University
Special Collections Library at scriptorium.lib.duke.edu/americavotes/buttons.html
Rubenstein says buttons contribute to
the building of long-term relationships
with candidates or issues. Typically
stashed in drawers at home, buttons
remind wearers long after of where they
had been and what they believed in. But he
does not ascribe vote-getting power to buttons, At a time when the prime concern of
'-poll.ncbs is "how d,p y~ Jil~VJt th\lj ~ ~e~
.·cent/' 'he says, "th~ bt1h6Ii :real1yish'f ih
that equation.... Buttons are really not
about convincing voters to vote for something. What they really are are things that
motivate people for generations, or at least
years."
Glaser is not afraid of wearing his feelings on his lapel. He has created a special
button just for himself. The designer borrowed a line from Franklin Roosevelt's
first inaugural address, then tweaked it
into a compelling mantra for Democrats in
2004. Unfortunately for delegates in
Boston, the New York designer has the
only button that reads: "The only, thing we
have to fear is Bush himself."

Unique Properties
Did you say apartments?

The nicest, newest, cleanest, closest
apartments that everybody talks about!

ONLY A FEW 3 BEDROOM
APARTMENTS LEFT!!

applicaf:ions are
available in f:he
sf:uaenf: publi~f:ions offlce
Call Betsy./J1: 581-2812

gets up close and personal with the candidate of one's choice.
Buttons have been used in American politics at least as long as presidents have
been elected. Harry Rubenstein, a curator
at the Smithsonian's National Museum of
American History, traces the art form
back to small, round metal pins worn at the
inauguration of George Washington, which
are the oldest examples in the museum's
collection of 20,000 to 30,000 buttons.
This week, Rubenstein and fellow curator Larry Bird will be in Boston, scavenging buttons and other memorabilia. at the·
Democratic .convention. (The Smithsonian
is a regular at all conventions, which keeps
its 90,000-item political history collection
up to date.) Rubenstein says buttons are
among the hardest items to persuade peopie to part with.
"It is personally attached to you," he
says. "They become very important."
Materials and forms have changed little
since 1896, when Republican William
McKinley defeated Democrat William J.
Bryan. A reproduction set of SO buttons
from 1896 to 1984 is currently being
offered on eBay. Some 20th-century classics, such as the brilliantly simple "I Like
Ike" button from the 1950s, are part of an

PRICES HAVE DROPPED AGAIN!!!
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THE DAILY
EASTERN NEWS
"Tell the truth and don't be afraid."

If you can die why not drink?

Editorial board

Holly Henschen, Editor in chief

Evan Hill, News and Editorial Page editor
Heather Hall, Sports editor
Kristen Horsey

David Thill, Verge editor

Guest columnist

and for The Daily
Eastern News

hhenschen9@hotmail.com

Dorsey also is a
junior social sciences major

EDITORIAL

Wireless
access on
campus

She can be reached at
dorseyk@hotmail.
com

United States citizens are given
many rights compared to people
in other countries. Such liberties
might be: freedom of speech,
press, privacy and the bearing of
arms. However, are these rights iri
jeopardy?
Let us take a look at some of the
rights that I feel the government
has no business messing with. I do
not believe the State of Illinois
should be able to fine you for not
wearing a seat belt. I would
understand if the state made it
mandatory for children to be
strapped in, because they are too
young to make that decision.
Nevertheless, a person at the age
of 16 and older should be able to
decide for him or herself if they
want to be ignorant and not wear
one. After all, they are old enough
to drive a car.
Another problem I have is with
the state determining whether or
not people should have smoke
detectors in their residences. I
feel property belongs to the citizen. They should be able to make
the decision of whether or not
they want to protect their house
from burning to.the ground. Yes, I
think it's a good idea to have one
in your house, but it's not the government's place to interfere if you
do not have one. If anything, the
insurance companies should be

"There is no good reason why a person can
vote, a citizen's most
important responsibility, and die for their
country, but not enjoy a
frosty mug?"
the ones making the statement,
not the government.
A method of regulating this
might be an insurance company
refusing to insure someone who
does not have tl smoke detector in
their house.
Another infringement on our
rights perpetrated by the government is the drinking age. Anyone
(sans felons) can vote and die for
their country, but drinking an
alcoholic beverage is out of the
question. Some say an 18-year-old
is not mature enough to handle the
responsibility that comes along
with alcohol. However, they're
responsible enough to handle an
M-16?
There is no good reason why a
person can vote, a citizen's most

important responsibility, and die
for their country, but not enjoy a
frosty mug? I think they should
either move the drinking age
down to 18 or move the voting am
enlistment age up to 21.
I feel the most important right
needing preservation is freedom
of speech. Throughout America's
history, we have experienced peri
ods where a person would be persecuted if they expressed their
true feelings. A good example
would be the late 1940s and early
1950s. In this era, the United
States was engaged in a cold war
with Russia. The federal government was so paranoid of becoming a communist state that is single-handedly damaged millions of
peoples' lives.
The government did this by set
ting up organizations that were
supposed to weed out people who
were 'disloyal' to the government
such as those who dressed in red
and spoke out against the government. In the process, people were
falsely accused, and freedoms, nc
just liberties, were curtailed.
To me, this would be an awful
time to live in, knowing you could
be put in jail for saying the wron1
thing at the wrong time. Do we
really want to put U.S. citizens
through that fear again, or are wt
already there?

This fall, Eastern's campus is supposed to be
entirely wireless. This would allow students
with laptops and wireless cards to connect to
the Internet in the food court, the library, the
bookstore and anywhere else on campus.
With the wireless Internet access, students
would need laptops to carry around on campus.
Information Technology Services has worked
with the Union Bookstore to bring in Dell and
Gateway laptops by this
fall for students to
At issue
lease, with the option to Wireless Internet
access. Oft campus.
-our sta11er·,,~~k ,.;~:\·~-~;~~4~~±~.:·'1:-~..............,.....
only!iflit'QWirofo
make lap. .~~i~ · Wire!SSS acces81s'.""'"~··
good because It
ly available to Eastern
allaw&studerrts to
students, and potentially · stay connected to a
more cost-effective by
wartd of lilforrilation
withQUt.· staYmg· in,
offering the leasing
their dorm
option, but it would
allow students the
opportunity to get out of their dorm rooms and
avoid cramped computer labs to surf the Web.
Between classes, students could grab a bite to
eat at the food court and pull up Web sites listing information for a research paper instead of
wasting time standing around, wondering what
to do until their next class starts. Students
could take the time to e-mail teachers with
questions while laying out on the grass before
their afternoon classes. Any important information that teachers send to students via e-mail
could be pulled up while the student sits in the
hallway outside their next class.
And then, when it is time to go home, students can take their laptop back to their apartment, house or dorm room, and any information
they saved from surfing on campus is readily
available on their desktop.
Even better, any information students save on
the laptop for important assignments can be
taken back home or on vacation with them during holiday weekends, breaks and other times
Cartoon by Derek Schussel
when they will be away from their dorm room
for a long enough period of time. This saves
students time from having to save information
YOUR TURN: LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
to a floppy disk or a CD-ROM to take with
them in the hopes they will find a computer to
work on to finish an assignme~t while off campus.
If students have the option to lease a laptop
The staff at The Daily
us a website submission at
Holly Henschen,
editor in chief
through the university, students can potentially
Eastern News wants to
our site: www.thedailyeastafford to buy the laptop in the long run, since
know what you think about
ernnews.com
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR: The Daily Eastern News accepts letters to the edtt
leasing allows students to "pay rent" for the
current events, campus
When sending things in to addressing local, state, national and international issues. They should be less than 2l
issues, college living, anyus, make sure to give us
words and include the authors' name, telephone number and address. Studen
use of the computer. Later on, if students have
thing you want to talk about. your name, and a way to
should indicate their year in school and major. Faculty, administration and~ shou
leased a laptop, they will have the option to buy
Please send or bring in
contact you.
indicate their position and department. Letters whose authors cannot b6vtmt'ied ~
not be printed. Depending on space constraints, we may edit letters, So keep it co1
the computer for a lower cost.
your letters to the editor to
Thanks Jor letting us /:<····· . else. Letters can be sent to The Daily Eastern News at.1811 !31.!~.liafl, Cl)arlestc
· our campus address; 1811
know what you think! ..•-.... IL 61920; taxed to 211-ss1-2923; or e-~ailed to h~e~i:c~~n-9@~t~~l;C?ll1: ..
The editorial is the majority opinion of the
BuzzardHall~or;~.giving', ·"·:···,,-.;,_"· ...
,.,,,:. .'<.',·"''····
• • .· • '·.·.·.·-·.-.·::.·.
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Interview through Vandalism
By David Thill
VERGE EDITOR

Though the punk rock group The Vandals have been tearing stages up across the nation for two decades, the members have not lost their childlike sense of humor or their
flare for the unexpected.
The band, currently touring with the Vans' Warped Tour,
stopped in Chicago over the weekend and performed on one
of the punk rock festival's main stages to one of the largest
crowds of the day.
The band, originally from California, is not signed to a
major record label, which could be seen to some to be a
stumbling block for a band trying to gain exposure. The
Vandals, however don't see it as a problem, bassist Joe
Escalante said.
"The only people that don't know our band are people
who come to see Simple Plan (which plays after them on the
Warped Thur)," Escalante said.
"I like that," lead singer Dave Quackenbush said. "Even
if they come to see Simple Plan, they might see us and get
turned on to punk rock."
Getting turned on to punk rock may or may not be good
thing, Quackenbush joked.
The band, represented by their own label, Kung Fu
Records, often tours with bands from their label. "We'll be
touring in Europe soon,'' Escalante said.
While the band has been popular among the punk rock
scene for more than 20 ·years, the members still maintain
their day jobs.

Warren Fitzgerald, guitarist, is a writer and
painter. He also performs
with other musicians, such
as popular rock comedy duo
Tenacious D. "They were
really cool, if you like funny
people," he said.
Dave Quackenbush owns
an alcohol distribution company. "I called the factory
this morning, and they said
everything is going good so I
can stay on tour the rest of
the summer," Quackenbush
said.
"Which means they are
probably stealing from me,"
he said laughingly.
DA I (Y-£'1fSTtlff.f'1ftW·s PlfO T 0 GAR TH BA IR D
Joe Escalante owns and Dave Quackenbush and Warren Fitzgerald of The Vandals motion to the crowd during their
operates Kung Fu Records perfonnance on the main stage of Warped Tour Saturday at the Tweeder Center in Tinley Park.
and Kung Fu Films, while
drummer Josh Freese drums for a living.
The band said they had also just seen "Fahrenheit 9/11"
Since the band only performs for half an hour, the rest of and though they liked it, they don't like to talk about their
the day is somewhat left for them. Unlike other acts, how- political views.
ever, The Vandals have thought of a way to keep them"We don't like to tell people how to vote," Quackenbush
said. "It's trendy to hate on Bush, people wearing those 'Not
selves busy during the day.
"We actually tow a mini van behind our tour bus," My President' shirts are sheep. We don't like to talk about
Quackenbush said. "We take it out and go to the movies. We our politics."
just saw 'Anchorman' and that was really funny."
"Vote your conscience," Escalante said.
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"I, Robot" better than expected

Don't be Scared to

ADVERTISE in the DEN ...

By Patrick Wimp

call today 581-2816

SUMMER INTERN

Grade: B

The idea that humanity will be taken over or
attacked by machines of our own design is one
that finds its way into many of today's action
films. On the heels of such successful franchises
like "The Matrix" and "The Terminator" is this
summer's "I, Robot."
"I, Robot," starring Will Smith, is inspired by a
classic series of short stories written by Isaac
Asimov and brought to the big screen by director
Alex Proyas ("The Crow"). At first glance I took
"I, Robot" to be a cliche sci-fi flick, beating to
death one of the better film concepts in recent
years. However, after viewing the film, I left
pleasantly surprised.
Will Smith plays Chicago Detective Del
Spooner, a man with a severe distrust for the artificial intelligence found in every part of life in
2035. Spooner could be described as an amalgamation of Smith's roles in "Bad Boys" and "Men
in Black," a successful blend of both action and
comedy.
.
Spooner investigates the death of friend and
former head of U.S. Robotics Dr. Alfred Lanning,
played by James Cromwell ("L.A. Confidential").
As the story begins to unfold, Spooner suspects
the murder may have been committed by a
robot. This idea is seen as insane because robots
are governed by the "Three Laws of Robotics"
which in short do not allow robots to harm
humans no matter what. This paranoia leads
Spooner to discover a much greater threat to
humanity.
The robots in "I, Robot" are very simple and
human looking, not initially frightening or intimidating. This helps in the shock when the blindly
trusted robots tuin on their human masters in an
uprising. The robot voices possess a polite coldness reminiscent of HAL 9000 from "2001: A
Space Odyssey."
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Chicago 2035 and the society that comes along
with it are two of the coolest parts of "I, Robot."
The city is faithfully recreated with several
futuristic additions, most notably the massive
U.S. Robotics headquarters that dwarfs even the
Sears tower. A personal favorite line is when the
president of USR bashes Spooner, asking if he
would ban the internet to keep open the libraries.
Little touches like these make the world in the
film believable and frighteningly realistic.
"I, Robot" has a lot of cliches and some irritating things such as Spooner's young friend whose
character is so insignificant that I cannot even
recall his name. Many of Smith's lines are also
tired and overused, giving the feeling that this
character has been done before.
For all its shortcomings, "I, Robot" has a great
many fresh and innovative elements that make it
a fun and exciting action film. The social commentary that man could easily be the engineer of
his own destruction is quite relevant as we move
towards a society much like that of the film.
When looking for this summer's ''rise of the
machines" fix, "I, Robot" does not disappoint.

"' TV lom1g;e with
video gmnes
"' Tanning beds
... Fitness center
... Gmne room
.. Beach volleyball
... Co1npute1· rooni
with I nten1et
.. '\Valk-in closets
.. Cable & Internet
included in rent
.. Utilit.y allowance
... '\Vasher & diyer
in unit:
.. Near ca1npus with
plenty of free
parking

\lisit om· leasing office at

2104 Woodfall Dr.
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
HELP

HELP

WANTED

Part-time & full-time experienced
carpenters needed. Call 348-5409.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _06130
MYSTERY SHOPPERS NEEDED.
Get paid to shop! Flexible work
from home or school. FT/PT Make
your own hours. 800-830-8066
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _7/21
Waiters wanted part-time apply in
person after 4 pm. Pagliai's Pizza,
1600 Lincoln, Charleston.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _8/4

WANTED

Worker experienced in real estate
maintenance and/or construction,
landscaping, painting, etc. Call Eli
Sidwell at 345-3119 or 232-3117
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.8/4
Pizza maker wanted part-time.
Apply in person after 4 pm.
Pagliai's Pizza, 1600 Lincoln,
Charleston.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 8/4

Grads, undergrads, faculty, staff...
We've got all kinds of rentals.
Call for an appointment!

FOR

RENT

2 & 3 Bedroom Apartments

Limited Time 3 Bedroom Rent Special

~

• Lots of space • Swimming pool
• Volleyball court
Across from Cannan Hall

~~

345·8000

-~ -

~/(-~

closets and big front porch.
$450/month. 1518 10th Street Apt.
3. Call 345-5088.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.8/4

1 & 2 BR apts. Large, furnished
available for summer & or next
school year. Cats OK! Ideal for couples. 741-5 6th street. Call 5817729 (w) or 345-6127 (H).

ROYAL HEIGHTS APTS: 1509 S.
2nd St. 3 BR furnished apts, low
utilities. New carpet and new furniture. Leasing for Spring 2004 and
Fall 2003 semesters. Call 346-3583
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _00

4-6 students needed in August for
nice, clean, cute house at 2019
11th St. 345-6100.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _00

Newly remodeled two bedroom
apartments complexly furnished,
parking, laundry, FREE DSL Fast
internet, $490. 913 and 917 4th St.
~35-0405 or 317-3085.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _00

2 BR furnished apartment. 201
Buchanan Avenue #A $450/month
for 2 people at $225 per person.
Includes central air, stove, fridge,
washer/dryer. Trash included. Call
345-5088
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _00

C~arleston.

For Rent: Girls Only.1 bedroapartment for rent across from Buzzard.
Call 345-2652
Unique Properties: Only a few 3
BR apts. left! Prices have dropped
again! Unique Properties. 3455022

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _7128

FOR RENT: Executive Condo in
Deer Run. 2 BR & Loft, 2.5 bath,
fireplace, dining room, W/D, 2 car
garage, full unfinished basement,
His & Hers closets in the Master
and right on Deer Run Lake! A
MUST SEE! Unique Properties.
345-5022

VERY AFFORDABLE 1 BEDROOM
APARTMENTS
WATER/TRASH
PAID. VERY LOW UTILITIES. 10
OR 12 MONTH LEASE. NO PETS
348-8305

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _7128

Now leasing Fall '04. 2 bedroom
apartment with loft used as a second bedroom.
Includes heat,
water and tras,h. 217-897-6266 or
217-898-9143.
-----------'814
2 BR Apartments, central air, 1
block from campus, off street parking. Call 345-9636 after 5:00 pm.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _814

For Rent: 5 bedroom house. 1.5
baths. West of square. Available
August 1. Phone 345-9665.

REDUCED RATES. 2/3 BDRM
APTS. FALUSPRING 04/05, 10
MONTH LEASE. GREAT LOCATION.OFF STREET PARKING.
SECURITY REQUIRED. NO PETS.
348-8305 OR 549-9092.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _00
www.jwilliamsrentals.com CHECK
US OUT FOR YOUR NEXT APARTMENT. Leasing now 1 & 2 bedroom
units. Good locations, nice apartments, off street parking, trash
paid. No pets. 345-7286.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _00
4-6 Bedroom house 1 block off
campus on 7th St. Also, I house
with 4 apartments. One 2 bedroom
and 3 studio apartments. Will rent
individually or as a 5 bedroom.
Furnished or unfurnished. Call 7288709 or page 1-800-412-1310
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _00
House close to campus for 3 to 4
students. Two bathrooms, washer/dryer, low utilities. 348-0614.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _00
2 bedroom apt available Jan 1st!
Furnished and trash paid. Close to
campus. 345-5088
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _00
1 & 2 BEDROOM apts for Fall
2004, good loc., excellent condition, 10 & 12 mo leases. Parking &
trash pickup included. No pets,

-----------'814
fully furnished room. All utilities,
3 4 5
7 2 8 6
DSL, w/d.
Excellent condition.
www.jwilliamsrentals.com
$300/month Call 345-5456.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _8/4
3 BEDROOM HSE for Fall 2004,
large rooms, w/d, A/C, no pets,
1 bedroom apartment close to
campus. Newer building. Good
parking & trash pickup incl 345parking $375.00 includes some
7286. www.jwilliamsrentals
nitJIW~IJari.@l;j4tH3350 ..
'''
00
• , ! '¥""
" 'I
•
• ~ • •
'
9/15 ·. ' 1,2 ,an(f 3· oedrooms dose tb cam2 bedroom available August. Great
pus. 4 locations to choose from.
location. 2007 11th street. 345Call 345-6533
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _00
6100
BUCHANAN
ST. APTS: 1,2,&3
-,,--~--,....,,...--_oo
SEITSINGER
APARTMENTS.
BDRM APTS AVAILABLE FOR
1611 9TH STREET. One block east
FALL 04-05. PLENTY OF OFF
of Old Main 2 BR apartment comSTREET PARKING, WATER AND
pletely furnished.
Heat and
TRASH INCLUDED. CALL 345garbage furnished. 2004 - 2005
1266
school year. 9 month lease. Call
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _00
345-7136.
BUZZARD
STUDENTS.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

__________oo

S!~n

NOW LEASING
ur now for FRE~ SEPTEMBER RENT .

f:'g,~~Jf4~sJn4l¥d; -~Jk~4~ A-z~~~ ~ · ~

*

*

Cable Included
Tanning Beds
Office: (217) 345-6001 Fax: (217) 345-6008
2104 Woodfall Drive, Charleston IL 61920

The Dally Eastern News

ROOMMATES

Lincolnwood Pinetree has large 2
BR apts. available @ 2020 10th.
Call 345.6000 to see!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _7128

Ap-nts

SALE

Apt. on square. $299 includes gas,
water and trash. Call Dave at 3481543.

3 BEDROOM APARTMENT FOR 2
OR 3 CLOSE TO CAMPUS. OFFSTREET PARKING TRASH PAID.
NO PETS 348-8305

Lincolnwood Pinetree

FOR

RENT

Delivery person wanted part-time.
Apply in person after 4 pm.
Pagliai's Pizza, 1600 Lincoln,

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _7128

Jim Wood, Realtor
1512 A Street P.O. Box 377
Charleston, IL 61920
217 345-4489 -- Fax 345-4472

FOR

Now Leasing for Fall 2004:
Studios, 2 and 3 bedroom apartments, 3 bedroom houses and a
large home for 7 people located
within 3 blocks or less from campus. Call 348-0006
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _00
Available in May-1 BR with water
and trash included. $370/mo.
Buchanan St. apartments . 3451266
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _00
4 bedroom house, 2 bath, W/D,
low utilities, close to campus. 888637-2373

__________oo

Tired of apartment living? Riley
Creek Properties has clean three
bedroom homes, close to campus
and shopping, available for 20042005 school year. Water and trash
service included. Pets considered
with additional deposit. Call for
terms and availability. 549-3741.
Leave message.

__________o.o

2 BR APT with garage, stove,
refrig, microwave, dishwasher, ale.
Water/trash pd. $250 month x 2
people. $435 mo 1 person. 955 4th
Street. 348-7746
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _00
2 BR APT stove, refrig, microwave,
A/C. Trash pd, $230 mo x 2 people.
$395 mo 1 person. 2001 S. 12th.
348-7746
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _00
OPENING AUGUST 1 BR LUXURY
APT. 905 A. Street. 1 BR with
stElve, refrig with icemaker, dishwasher, microwave, A/C, W/D in
each apt. $475 mo 1 person.
Limited garages avail. $75 mo.
348-7746
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _00
2 BR apartment with unique
sunken living room and huge closets.
One block from Buzzard.
$550/month. Off Street Parking.
Call 345-5088.

__________oo

Large 2 BR apartment with cedar

__________oo

Spacious 2 BR apartment. 815
Jackson Avenue Apartment #2.
$450/month for one person or
$275/month each for 2 people.
Includes central air, stove, fridge.
Water and trash paid. Call 3455088.
--------.,---00
2 BR 1722 11th Street. $450/mo
for 1 person. $275/each for 2 people. Includes stove, fridge and
central. Call 345-5088
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
Female
rommate
needed.
Apartment 2 blocks from campus.
Fall '04 - Spring "05. Call 549-5467
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _7/30
Limited semester leases available.
Call Lindsey 348.1479
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _00
Roommates for 3 BR furnished
apartments. $290 per person. 1509
S. 2nd. Call 346-3583

__________.oo

Female sublessor needed fro 1br
of a brand new 3 br apartment.
Fully furnished. Call Ashley at 630742-7042 or 630-553-9312
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _7/12
Sublessors/roommates needed for
the following Unique Properties
locations: 1305 4th St, 1515 9th
St., 1801 9th St., 2144 11th St.
Call Today! 345-5022
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _7/21
Sublessors needed:
Unique
Homes apartment on 9th Street.
Brand
new
3
bedroom.
$360/month. Please call 822-6853
or contact Unique Homes at 3455022
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _7/21
Sublessor wanted! Starting August
1st or later if still available.
Chicago style loft on the square.
·Water, cable,
' $275/month.
gas/heat & trash included. Contact
Lindsey 217-821-4449 or Amy at
708-256-6605.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _8./4

Wanted: Sublessor starting Aug. 1,
2004 for fall & spring. 1 bedroom
apartment $325. Call 345-2616 -''
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _08104
Lost:
Brown Leather Wallet
betweel"l'the Union and 7th Street.
Please call 217-638-5492

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _717

Classified ad form
Name:
Address:
Phone:

Edited by Will Shortz

Student: O Yes O No

Under classification of:
Expiration code (office use only):
Compositor: _ _
Person accepting ad:
No. words I days: _ _ Amount due:$
Payment:
Check No.

Dates to run:
Ad to read:

'

30 cents per word first day ad runs. 10 cents per word each consecutive day
tbereafter. 25 cents per word first day for students with valid ID, and 10 cents per word
each consecutive day afterward. 15 word minimum.
DEADLINE 2 p.m. PREVIOUS DAY - NO EXCEPTIONS
The News reserves the right to edit or refuse ads considered libelous or in bad taste.

ACROSS
1 Lowlife snitch
4 Woman of distinction
8 With 67-Across,
author of
"Ulysses"
'13 Catherine who
was the last
wife of Henry
VIII
14 Sacked out
15 The chosen,
socially
16 Tinted windows
locale
17 Tax-exempt
bond, briefly
18 Wife of
·
56-Across who
said 69-Across
19 Setting for
"Ulysses"
22 Aussie outlaw
Kelly

23 Industrial pollutant
24 Ancestry
28 Journalist/
author Rick
30 Egyptian sun
god
32 Roman sun god

46 Stand for a portrait
50 Not stick to the
path
53 Part of r.p.m.
55 Some germ
cells
56 Hero in
"Ulysses"
33 Resort island
59 Three-toed aninear Venezuela
mal
35 Nice, as clothes 62 Others, to
Cicero
38 1904 date in
"Ulysses"
63 Aleutian island
64 Dwight's two41 Cord that you
time challenger
hope doesn't
65 In the mail
break
42 Bert who hosted 66 Dear, in a billetdoux
"Tattletales"
67 See 8-Across
43 •
Over but
the Shoutin'"
68 Outfits
(book by
69 Last word of
28-Across)
"Ulysses"
44 Go south, as a
market
DOWN
1 Oakland athlete
ANSWERS TO PUZZLE
2 Force mounted
by Philip II
3 Setting for a
Homeric epic
4 Curses
5 Gulf emirate
6 Carte du jour
7 Fit for the dinner table
8 Pack tightly
9 Single-handedly
10 Measure of
thickness
11 Night school
course: Abbr.
12 Oink pad?

13 Secondary
strategy
20 "Same here"
21 Flowering
shade tree·
25 Kind of prof.
26"0h my_!"
27 English cathedral city
29 Tattoo identification, maybe
31 Mexican silver
mining center
34 Comfortable with
36 Reflected sound
effect

37 "Orinoco Flow"
singer
38 Composer Styne
39 The Runnin'
Rebels of coll.
sports
40 Overthrowing
41 Lousy
45 What's for dinner
47 Alleviate
48 Brings to mind
49 Politico
Alexander from
Tennessee
51 _artery

52 Hawk's home
54 Prunes, say
57 Food item sold
in bars
58 Like some lingerie
59

Mahal

60 Furor
61 Thickness
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STATE

BRIEFS

(erry wants Sept. 11
~ommission to extend
.ts work

NORFOLK, Va. (AP) - Democratic presidential canidate John Kerry on Tuesday called for the Sept. 11
ommission to keep working another 18 months to
nsure that its recommended reforms are put in place.
Kerry called on the president to implement quickly
1e commission's recommendations.
"Backpedaling and going slow is something that
merica can't afford," Kerry said. "It will take real,
,ipartisan leadership and real action to protect this
ountry of ours. You can't treat the commission's report
s something that you hope will go away."
Pressed about President Bush's reaction to the Kerry
1roposal, White House spokeswoman Claire Buchan
muld only say the president is focused on the commision's recommendations "and those steps that we can
ake in working with the Congress to improve intelli:ence or to make us safer." Bush has a task force
eviewing the commission's proposals.
Kerry said the commission should issue progress
eports every six months, beginning in December.
l.tnong the questions they should address, Kerry said,
~e whether we are doing enough to strengthen homeand security, reorganize intelligence agencies, build
:lobal alliances and make America as safe as it can be.
"Now that the 9-11 commission has done its job, we
teed to do our job;'' Kerry said. "We understand the
hreat. We have a blueprint for action. We have the
:trength as a nation to do what has to be done. The only
bing we don't have is time. We rieed to do it now."
The 10-member panel issued its final report on
l'hursday. Under legislation that President Bush signed
n March, the commission is to formally dissolve on Aug.
!6.
Al Felzenberg, spokesman for the Sept. 11 commis;ion, said Republican chairman Thomas Kean, a former
~ew Jersey governor, supported the idea of the comnission having additional time to continue its work.
"He hoped there would be some way to continue to
;peak out and take our case to Congress and the
l\merican public," Felzenberg said Tuesday.
The commission's recommendations included creatng a new intelligence center and Cabinet-level intelli~nce director. An intelligence-gathering center would
Jring a unified command to the more than dozen agen:ies that now. «QU~~ ~c;l iuialyze intelligence.
In Boston, Kerry foreign p()licy adviser Jamie Rubin
told reporters that keeping the commission intact would
oo an effective way to ''bird-dog the bureaucracy" on
implementing the panel's recommendations. He said it
was unclear whether the commission's two leaders,
Republican Thomas Kean and Democrat Lee Hamilton,
would be willing to keep working that long. ''That's for
them to say," Rubin said
He added that the extended mandate could be
financed either by an act of Congress or through private
funding.

Obama portrays Democrats
as party of opportunity

BOSTON (AP) - Offering his own life as an example of uniquely American possibilities, Barack Obama
- the son of a white woman from Kansas and a black
man from Kenya - said people don't expect government to solve all their problems but do want help for
"a decent shot at life."
"They sense, deep in their bones, that with just a
change in priorities we can make sure that every child
in America has a decent shot at life and that the doors
of opportunity remain open to all," the U.S. Senate candidate from Illinois said Tuesday in the prepared
remarks to the Democratic National Convention.
From'~ing .health care costs to jobs going overseas
to civil~.-"
.. ,;.. · .:~in. g threatened, presidential candidate Jolil\~e~'ihas the values and record to offer
help people deserve, Obama said.
And in a jab at President Bush's handling of the war
against Iraq, Obama.said Kei:ry ~,,rhe judgment to
lead America to war only when abSoliitely neces~aryr; r ··
"When we send our young men and women· into ·
harm's way, we have a solemn obligation not to fudge
the numbers or shade the truth about why they're
going," Obama said, without mentioning Bush by
name.
..
•
Obama.reinforced tJ.le.J'requent message'of the convention by~proxnising that Kerry would not hesitate to
use military force when necessary.
"We have real enemies-in the world," he said. "'.(hey
must be pursued - and they must be defeated. John
Kerry knows this."
Obama, 42, will become the Senate's only black
member, and only the fifth black senator in history, if
elected this fall. Harvard educated, Obama is a state
senator who teaches law at the University of Chicago.
Obama acknowledges he was chosen partly because
he is black and the Kerry campaign hopes to bring
more minority voters to the polls. But Obama said he
also was chosen because he won Illinois' Senate primary with support that crossed racial and geographic
lines. His prospects for the fall look good, as his
Republican opponent withdrew after a sex scandal
and the party has yetto appoint a replacement.

BRIEFS

New trial ordered in Brown County
double homicide
WAUSAU, Wis. (AP) - A state
appeals court ordered a new trial
Tuesday for a Brown County man convicted of killing one man and acquitted
of slaying another at a Green Bay apartment in 2001.
An instruction given to a jury in the
trial of Antwaine Sago misstated the law
and prejudiced his right to a fair trial,
the 3rd District Court of Appeals ruled
in a unanimous decision that overturned
a life prison sentence.
Sago, 30, was convicted of two counts
of armed robbery and one count of being
party to first-degree intentional homicide in the death of Brandon Martin, 23,
of Green Bay.
Sago was acquitted of being party to
first-degree intentional homicide in the
death of Ladell Smith, 25, of Sauk
Village, Ill.

The three-judge appeals court overturned the homicide conviction but
upheld the two armed robbery convictions. His 40-year sentence on the armed
robbery convictions remains in effect.
Martin and Smith were fatally shot in
a plot by Sago and an accomplice who
believed perhaps $10,000 in cash and
illegal drugs were kept at the apartment
and intended to steal it, according to
court records.
The appeals court said Brown County
Circuit Judge Peter Naze incorrectly
instructed the jury when he failed to
make it clear that evidence had to show
the killing of Martin was a natural and
probable cause of armed robbery.
At issue was whether the jury was
"misled or confused" by the erroneous
instruction and whether that affected its
decision to convict Sago.

The appeals panel said it overturned
the conviction because "our confidence
in the verdict is undermined."
Sago and Kenneth Williams of Green
Bay each blamed the other man for the
shooting.
A jury convicted Williams of two
counts of being party to first-degree
intentional homicide and two counts of
being party to armed robbery.
Sago, who.had moved from Chicago to
Green Bay in June 2001, contended during his trial that he "withdrew" from the
conspiracy to rob the apartment before
the crimes were committed.
Sago's attorney, John Grau, and
Brown County Deputy District Attorney
John Luetscher did not immediately
return telephone messages Tuesday for
comment.

Illinois couple killed in small plane crash
EXTON, Pa. (AP) - A small plane
flying in heavy fog crashed into a residential neighborhood on Tuesday,
punching a hole in the side of a house
and killing the pilot and a passenger,
authorities said.
Killed in the crash were Thomas
McKinnis, 53, and Cynthia Merritt, 48,
of Broughton, Ill. They were registered as the plane's owners.
The single-engine Piper Arrow went
down at around 9:30 a.m. in West
Whiteland Township in Chester
County, about 25 miles west of

Philadelphia.
No one was hurt on the ground, said
Federal Aviation Administration
spokeswoman Arlene Salac, but the
crash left wreckage strewn across a
quiet cul-de-sac.
The falling aircraft damaged at least
two homes, ripping away a section of
wall and roof on the second floor of a
large brick house. There was no fire.
The crash happened within minutes
of the aircraft's takeoff from Chester
County Airport, a small airstrip near
Coatesville. It was headed for

Portland, Maine.
The cause of the accident was
unknown,
but West Whiteland
Township Police Lt. Claude Frisbie said
it happened in a dense fog, and that
witnesses heard the plane's engine running in the moments before impact.
No one was home in the house that
experienced the heaviest damage. One
person was inside a second house damaged slightly by flying debris, but that
person was uninjured, Frisbie said.

Statue honoring Bob Newhart dedicated·, in·;Chieago, ·
CHICAGO (AP) - "Hi Bob!" could
become a popular phrase on Michigan
Avenue.
A statue commemorating comedian
Bob Newhart's role as Dr. Robert
Hartley on "The Bob Newhart Show"
was unveiled Tuesday in downtown
Chicago near the office building shown
in the TV classic's opening credits.
"Hi Bob!" was a frequent greeting on
the show, which was set in Chicago and
ran on CBS from 1972 to 1978. Robert
Hartley was a successful psychologist
living in a high-rise with his wife, Emily,
a schoolteacher played by Suzanne
Pleshette.
As Hartley, Newhart employed his
famous deadpan, buttoned-down persona, playing the straight man to a
brash receptionist, a needy neighbor
and a variety of neurotic patients.
Newhart, a native of suburban Oak
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Park, said he was honored by the statue
and viewed it as a "tribute to the writing
and to the cast." He said he thinks the
sitcom is still being enjoyed because its
humor was observational instead of topical.
"We'd get a script and there would be
a Gerald Ford joke about tripping over
something and I'd say to the writers,
'Guys we're going to look silly in 20
years if we're doing Gerald Ford jokes.'
So that was kind of, intentional," said
Newhart, 74. "We'd try to make it as
timeless as we coulct."
The .life-size bronze sculpture was
commissioned by the cable channel TV
I.and, which shows reruns of the classic
show. It depicts Newhart's character
sitting in a chair next to an empty sofa.
A 1952 graduate of Chicago's Loyola
University, Newhart worked - unhappily - as an accountant before finding

fame with "The Button-Down Mind of
Bob Newhart," a hit comedy album
released in 1960.
Newhart, who recently was nominated for an Emmy for a dramatic role on
"ER," followed "The Bob Newhart
Show," with "Newhart" in the 1980s and
two other sitcoms in the 1990s.
Although the sitcom format has hit a
rough patch in recent years, Newhart
said there were the same worries that
the genre was dead in the early 1980s
before "The Cosby Show" and "Cheers"
appeMed on TV.
The statue will be located until Nov. 1
outside 430 N. Michigan Ave., which
was featured in the show's opening
credits as Hartley's office, and then be
moved about a mile east to Navy Pier
because of concerns about the statue
impeding pedestrian traffic.

BY WILEY MILLER
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BY AARON MCGRUDER

THE PROl1l.EMS OF THE IMCK'
UNDERCLASS ARE NEITHER (0MPl.E1ElY
THE FAULT OF THE WHITE MAN NOR 11"'
THE 11LACK' (0MMUN11Y ITSELF. THESE £
ISSUES ARE (0MPl.ICATED!

FOR EXAMPLE ... IF A MAN
CAN'T FIND A J011 !1KAUSE THE
GOVERNMENT LETS (0RPORAT!ONS
MOVE ALL THE JOl1S OVERSEAS.
THAT'S THE WHITE MAN'S FAULT'

RIGHT! !1UT IF THAT SAME MAN
SELLS (RA(I( !1KAUSE HE CAN'T FIND
A JOl1. THAT'S HX:. FAULT.
WELL, HIS AND THE
REAGAN ADM!N!STRAT!ON'S,
I GUESS ...
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Highs and
lows for
Miami fans

Coed Tennis Cam~ II
Panther Club Golf Ouli!:!!J
Women's soccer exhibition
Men's soccer exhibition
Women's soccer
Women's soccer exhibition
Women's' soccer

Mattoon Counl!:i Club
At Wisconsin-Parkside
At SIU-Edwardsville
Evansville
Ashbu!Y Coll~e
At Notre Dame

Football ranks No. 1 in Ohio
Valley preseason rankings
By Heather Hall
SPORTS EDITOR
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You can't get much farther south
in the continental United States
than the city of Miami. Miami is a
city so diverse that both Tony
Montana and Dan Marino could
rise to national prominence thanks
to their achievements within the
city.
Miami sports fans sure have
experienced a roller coaster ride
the last couple of weeks. Though I
think of it as a football town -- the
Dolphins and University of Miami
football usually seem to be the
hottest tickets in town - Miami
Heat courtside seats increased in
value exponentially this month
when the Heat were able to bring
Shaquille O'Neal back to Florida.
But just as it was finally sinking
in that Shaq would be playing 41
games in town starting November
1st, Ricky Williams, only 27, shocks
Miami sports fans and Dolphins
management by announcing his
retirement Monday.
The Dolphins gave up a lot of
draft picks to get Williams from the
New Orleans Saints three years
ago. And the Saints gave up even
more picks for the chance to draft
Williams out of Texas after he had
brQken,theL;ollegi:: rµshing record.
'A.1Jparently, · Williams' · never
wanted to be an NFL running back,
or so he says now. This fall he faced
the monetary penalty of four game
checks after failing his second
marijuana drug test in the spring.
He's an admitted smoker, who has
been quoted as saying he and other
NFL players have used masking
agents to avoid failing drug tests.
Furthermore, he doesn't understand why it's illegal and why the
NFL insists on testing for it.
In an effort to localize this story,
this is how the Bears come in.
About the same time that Shaq
was getting acquainted with the
Miami media, Mike Ditka was turning down the possible Republican
nomination to replace Jack Ryan in
the Illinois Senate race. Ditka is the
most celebrated Bears coach of all
time, but his last head-coaching job
was with the Saints. He was the
man that traded an entire draft
worth of picks for Williams.
Dave Wannstedt replaced Ditka
on the Bears' sideline, and during
his tenure, the Bears drafted their
own first round marijuana smoking
running back, Rashan Salaam. Both
played for teams in the Big 12
Conference, and both · won the
Reisman 'Ii'ophy.
Yet, while Williams recorded
more carries over the last two
years than any other NFL back,
Salaam had a problem holding on to
the football. While out of the league
a few years later, Salaam cited his
marijuana use as the cause of his
fumbleitis. Weed macfe him fumble? What, was he stupid enough to
smoke before games?
To Bears fans' astonishment,
Wannstedt got another head coaching job. It appears as though another stoner running back will be what
finally costs him his job though,
despite the Dolphins having missed
the playoffs the last two seasons
with Williams.
Don't feel too bad for Miami fans
though. The people of South Florida
have enjoyed more World Series
winners in the past seven years
than the people of Boston and
Chicago have enjoyed for, what, a
combined 175 years.

After a losing serum in am,
Fll&enJ. cwld lnmre back this fall.
Recmtiy placed No. 7 in the Ohio
Valley Cmference's preseacm rankings by league f~ ~ and
spcrts inf<nnatim diredirs, Fll&enJ.
may have a good chance to regain
respect fer its froball team.
"This was kind of expected," head
cooch BOO Spoo said "Ire rankings
are based en the previrus sea.ni, oo
they ckn't mean diddly, but fum a
ream standpoint, it is a great incentive."
The am ~ ended with the
Pant:rers placed sixth in the OVC at
3-5, finishing the year 48 overall It
was cne of cnly two lo;;ing ~ in
eight years.
''O.Jr players .work hard enoogh
that they will not settle fer seventh
JUiitirn." Spoo said ''O.Jr ream is better than peq>Ie give us credit for.
Our ream goo! is to see that pa;it:icn
change at the end of the year."
The preseacm All-OVC 'learn list,
aloo recently released, has six players
fum Fll&enJ. Kentucky; the school
ranked to win the am ovc champiooship with 10 first place votes.
Defending champion Jackoonville
State, ranked, secood with eight first
plare Vcjeg, has three players listed.
Fll&enJ. has cnly cne.
Marcus Lcrick, wrn ranked fourth
en last year's ream with 49 tackles, is
the cnly Fll&enJ. player to make the
list
"I.crick is cne of the finest individuals I've hem. arwnd," Spoo said
"He canes fum a great family that
really supports hirii. He's worked
hard to earn this qJp(t1unity. He is
cne of the finest defensive players in

the league."
last year, six Pant:rers earned allovc hnJrs. I.ineOOcker N!Ck Ricks
and offensive taclde Frank Castagrrli,
bdh am graduates, were sclected
First 'learn All-OVC. Secmd 'learn
selectllis were tight end N!Ck Eller
and lineOOcker Fred. Miller, a1oo am
graduates, and senior defmsive taclde
Marcus Lorick and junior defensive
tackle Kory Lothe.
The mystery factor in Eastem's
ranking,
is that recent transfer Matt Schabert, who will start his
final year of league play at Eastern
this fall, is not listed in Eastem's
media guide as the decisim Was
made after the guide was sent to
press. Not able to officially annwnce
Scharert's transfer to the Pant:rers
due to NCAA rules, Fll&enJ. cwld
end up higher en the OVC m>ter at
the end of the sea&n
No. 1 ranked Fll&enJ. Kentucky led
the league last year in total offense
(391.4 ypg) and will have three AllOVC players en the field: senioc quarterback Matt Guice, junior wide
receiver Andre Ralstm and senior
lineOOcker Justen Rivers, acrording to

mwever,

4-8,·•a
67
+.8,3;.5
Z..9,.:t~t

OVCSpcrts.cxm.
No. 2 ranked Jacklmv:ille State
saw its first champiooship ~ last
year since 1992. They finished 84
overall with a 7-1 crnference reard
and will see the return of 15 starters,
"including the bulk of a defensive
unit that held qJpCnents to a league.
low lZJ.7 yards and 232 points per
game last seasoo," according to

OVCSpcrts.cxm.
~Martin, ranked No. 9, is
looking fer its first winning camp:iign
since l9'J3.

Former Panther becomes minors manager
Tim Bogar signs on withAstros
By Heather Hall
SPORTS EDITOR

Tim Bogar's name continues to live on at
Eastern, being ranked in the Top 10 for batting
average with .409, runs scored with 57, and
tied with Matt Marzec and Clint Benhoff from
1983 and Chris Uhle from 2003 in hits with 76,
all of which occurred in 1987 for Bogar.
But along with continuing to grace the pages
of Eastern's Top 10, Bogar has made quite a
name for himself in Major League Baseball.
The New York Mets drafted Bogar in 1987 in
the eighth round, 212th pick overall. He made

his major league debut on April 21, 1993,
before being traded to the Houston Astros for
Luis Lopez on March 31, 1997.
On October 23, 1998, he was granted free
agency and then was signed as a free agent to
the Houston Astros on December 7, 1998. After
playing for the Astros for approximately two
years, he was granted free agency again on
October 30, 2000. He signed with the Los
Angeles Dodgers as a free agent on January
17, 2001. On November 12, 2001, he was granted free agency again.
Bogar holds a career average of .227, 689
games, 22 home runs, and 159 RBI. His last
game was played on July 1, 2001. Bogar offi-

cially retired from baseball on April 28, 2002
after he averaged .163 in 13 games at Colorado
Rockies' lliple-A team in Colorado Springs.
Most recently, however, Bogar has been
named manager to the Houston Astros' minor
league team, the Greeneville Astros. 2004
graduate Chris Uhle was recently drafted to
the Astros' minor league team, perhaps with
the help of Bogar.
Bogar was born on October 28, 1966. He bats
and throws right. His salary has ranged from
$109,000 his first year with the Mets to
$725,000 during the 1998 season with the
Houston Astros. He has played first, second
and third base, shortstop and outfield.

Lance Armstrong wins 6t~ Tour de France
VILLARD-DE-LANS, France (AP) - Lance Armstrong retook the
overall lead in the Tour de France on Tuesday, outsprinting his top two
challengers to win the first stage in the Alps and close in on a record
sixth straight title.
Armstrong moved past Ivan Basso and 1997 Tour champion Jan
Ullrich in the curves before the closing stretch to claim his second stage
victory in the 2004 Tour and the 18th of his illustrious career. He also has
won two team time trials.
The Texan earned his 61st yellow jersey as overall leader, third-most · ·
in Tour history. Armstrong also wore yellow for one day after the team
time trial July 7, but he ceded the lead to Thomas Voeckler the next day.
The French champion held on until Tuesday, having bravely and narrowly defended his advantage in the Pyrenees. Armstrong entered
those mountains trailing by nine minutes and whittled that down to 22
seconds heading to the Alps.
Five-time Tour runner-up Ullrich's bid to dethrone Armstrong was
hurt in the Pyrenees, but Basso appeared to still have a shot after two
weeks of punishing racing.

Neither Ullrich nor Basso, though, had the strength to stay with
Armstrong at the end of Tuesday's 112-mile ride from Valreas to Villardde-Lans, including seven climbs, in heat topping 85 degrees.
Having pulled ahead of the rest of the riders, that trio - plus Ullrich's
teammate Andreas Kloden - jockeyed for an edge during the closing
yards, trading leads of a bicycle length or so.
In the end, Armstrong had a little extra, flashing past Basso on a late
turn and pumping his legs to carry himself across the finish line first,
pumping his fists.
Basso was credited with the same finishing time, with Ullrich three
seconds behind, and Kloden six seconds back in fourth place.
Armstrong earned bonus seconds for winning the stage, extending his
lead on second-place Basso to 1 minute, 25 seconds. If he can hold that
advantage for two more days in the Alps and in a time trial on Saturday,
Armstrong will pedal into the history books when the three-week
cycling marathon ends on the crowd-packed Champs-Elysees in Paris
on Sunday.
Kloden is third overall, 3:22 off Armstrong's pace.

